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We have developed the superfluid analog of the superconducting rf SQUID. Such a device is a
quantum mechanically based, absolute gyroscope and has been used to sense the rotation
of the Earth. Our device is fabricated using silicon processing techniques and forms a planer
sensing loop of superfluid helium which couples to the applied rotation. A much more
sensitive superfluid gyroscope based on the principle’s demonstrated with this device, might
ultimately be used to detect the precession of our local inertial frame with respect to the fixed stars
by the gravitomagnetic field of the rotating Earth. We compare the superfluid gyroscope
against two other experiments aimed at detecting this general relativistic effect. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01102-5#
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It has long been appreciated that superfluid4He could be
used as a reference to an absolute inertial frame.1–3 In this
paper we outline how we exploit the quantum properties
superfluid4He to construct an absolute gyroscope, disc
the recent success in observing the rotation of the Earth
ing a device which behaves similarly to an rf SQUID,4–6 and
discuss the possibility of using a much improved superfl
gyroscope to observe the Lense-Thirring Effect of the ro
ing Earth.

CIRCULATION QUANTIZATION IN SUPERFLUIDS

Here we show that if a Schro¨dinger-like equation of mo-
tion is assumed for the macroscopic order parameter
superfluid, one concludes that circulation is quantized
units of k0 in the local inertial frame, wherek05h/m4 and
m4 is the bare mass of the helium atom. Anandan7 gives an
elementary argument where one begins with the Gro
Pitaevsky equation for the superfluid order parame
C(r ,t):
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]t
52
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2m4
¹2C1VC1guCu2C, ~1!

whereg is the strength of the self interactions of the sup
fluid andV is from external potentials. We assume this to
true in the local inertial frame. In the usual way, if we eva
ate the time derivative of this equation and of the comp
conjugate equation, we can identify a continuity equat
and a mass current density operator:

]

]t
~C* C!1¹•F \

2im4
~C* ¹C2C¹C* !G50, ~2!

where we interpret the term on the left hand side to be
time derivative of the superfluid density,C* C, and the next
term to the divergence of the superfluid mass current. If
assume a stationary wave function of the fo
C(r ,t)5C0(r )exp(2iEt/\), whereE is a constant andC0

5Ar exp(iw), then the current operator becomes
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Thus the superfluid velocity isvs5(\/m4)¹w. If we evalu-
ate the path integral of the velocity around a closed conto
we find

R v–dl5
\

m4
R ¹w•dl5

\

m4
2pn5nk0 , ~4!

that circulation is quantized in units ofk0 . This is required if
the complex order parameterC is to be single valued as w
traverse around the path of integration.

Following from fundamental quantum mechanical a
sumptions, that is, the existence of a macroscopic order
rameter and a Schro¨dinger-like equation of motion, it is
found that circulation in a superfluid is quantized, and t
quantization is with respect to a local inertial frame. By me
suring these circulation states, we can use the superfluid
reference to an absolute, non-rotating frame.

SUPERFLUID GYROSCOPE

An annular container with a septum and an aperture p
vide a means to exploit the quantization of circulation
measure rotation of the container with respect to the lo
inertial frame. If this container is rotating with angular v
locity v, one finds that the superfluid will undergo esse
tially solid body motion along a contour between the inn
and outer radius of the annulus.6 In order that the circulation
is to be quantized along a path threading the annulus and
aperture, a back-flow through the aperture is required:

va5n
k0

l a
2vR

2pRa

l a
, ~5!

wheren is an integer,l a is the hydrodynamic length of the
aperture, andRa is the radius of the annulus.

In our device, this back-flow is detected by measuri
the apparent change in the onset of vortex nucleation in
aperture. These vortices nucleate at a superfluid velo
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whereR is the ratio of the hydrodynamic inductances of the
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vc6Dvc , wherevc is relative to the walls of the aperture
andDvc is the spread in velocity from the stochastic~ther-
mal or quantum! nucleation mechanisms. One can see t
the superfluid gives a reference to an absolute, non-rota
inertial frame, since the apparent change in the apparent c
cal velocity in the aperture will be zero in this frame.

Free vortices which are inevitably created when the
perfluid sample cools throughTl , will produce a non-zero
bias through the aperture when the gyroscope is at rest
making measurements at two opposing orientations of
sensing loop, one can reject this bias and detect only
signal from absolute rotation. This is the same techniq
used to make an absolute magnetometer using a supe
ducting rf SQUID.8

We have demonstrated a device which is very similar
dynamics and operation to a superconducting rf SQUID. T
device is a two hole, diaphragm-aperture superfluid oscilla
and is fabricated from a 1.5 cm silicon square. It has a
rimeter sensing loop with an area of'131024 m2. By uti-
lizing silicon processing techniques,9 we are able to integrate
the submicron sized aperture with a patterned, thin sen
loop ~80 mm thick!. Also, the superfluid flow field is easily
calculated in this two dimensional geometry using comm
cial partial differential equation solving software.

This device shows a staircase response which is cha
teristic of an rf SQUID. By reorienting the sensing loop wi
respect to the Earth’s rotation vector, we find that the app
ent critical velocity in the aperture is modulated as expec
Fig. 1. We drove the superfluid oscillator onto the first s
and continuously recorded the apparent critical amplitu
while reorienting the Dewar. This reorientation was at a r
of 1 rev/h and had the effect of changing the Earth’s ro
tional ‘‘flux’’ through the perimeter sensing loop.

The noise in this gyroscope originates from the unc
tainty in the superfluid critical velocity at which a vortex
nucleated. Typically,Dvc is ;2% of vc . One can show tha
the rotation resolution in rad/s perAHz, given this uncer-
tainty in critical velocity, is

ASv5
11R

R

l a

AeffA8pnH

Dvc , ~6!

FIG. 1. Modulation of diaphragm critical amplitude from Earth’s rotatio
Smoothed curve has been shifted down 0.5 pm for visibility.
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two hole oscillator,Aeff is the effective sensing area, andnH

is the oscillator resonance. In our case,l a50.2531026 m,
R57, Aeff59.831025 m2, nH566.5 Hz, vc58.4 m/s,
Dvc50.22 m/s, thusASv51531026~rad/s!(1/AHz).

SUPERFLUID GYROSCOPES AND THE LENSE-THIRRING
EFFECT

It is predicted that the local inertial frame is not the sam
frame as that attached to the fixed stars. The relative rota
between these two frames is expected to be at the leve
tens of milli-arcsec per year, and arises from the gene
relativistic effect of the rotating Earth on the local inerti
frame, the gravitomagnetic field.10 Motivations for detecting
this gravitomagnetic field are found at the most fundamen
level of physics. Detection of this effect would provide in
formation to basic questions concerning general relativ
and the origins of inertia.11

Currently, there are two active experiments which inte
to measure this new field: LAGEOS12 and Gravity Probe B
~GPB!.13 The LAGEOS experiments involves the tracking
Earth orbiting satellites. The gravitomagnetic field shou
precess the plane of the orbit. The GPB experiment u
spinning quartz sphere gyroscopes on an Earth orbiting
ellite. In this case, the measurement is of the precessio
the gyro axis. Although a superfluid gyroscope is very
from possessing the sensitivity required to detect this eff
it is interesting to compare it to these existing projects.

One could imagine three superfluid gyroscopes orien
mutually perpendicular, attached to a platform carrying
pointing telescope. These gyroscopes provide a measur
absolute rotation about any axis and by combining the ou
of these gyroscopes with a feedback loop and actuators,
could hold the platform non-rotating with respect to our loc
inertial frame. Using the telescope to provide a reference
the inertial frame of the distant universe, it is predicted th
the observed star would drift as viewed by the telescope
rate consistent with the Earth’s gravitomagnetic field. T
experiment is essentially the inverse of the GPB experim

In comparison to LAGEOS, both the superfluid gyr
scope and GPB are less sensitive to effects which cause
ditional rotations, such as the non-spherical mass distribu
of the Earth. For LAGEOS, one must model these effects
a precision better that one part in 107 to resolve the small
residual rotation caused by the general relativistic effect.
GPB, the rotation caused by the Earth’s oblateness is a
one third the rate of rotation caused by the gravitomagn
field. A superfluid gyroscope would have a similar low se
sitivity to such a non-ideality, and thus would provide
much more direct measurement as compared to the
GEOS experiment.

As compared to the spinning quartz balls used for GP
the superfluid gyroscope has a much more relaxed const
on the physical environment: fewer ‘‘Near Zero’’ require
ments. The spinning sphere gyroscope requires: exotic fa
cation, extreme vacuum, a method to spin-up and susp
the spheres, and ultra-low ambient magnetic and elec
field. The superfluid gyroscope does not require such
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treme experimental conditions: helium couples very weakly
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to electromagnetic fields through the small dielectric pol
izability; a superfluid gyroscope will never ‘‘spin down
since the measured effect is given by a quantum constra

The superfluid gyroscope is a rate sensor, while the G
scheme is an angle sensor. If one used the superfluid g
scope in a feedback loop as described, the error in the a
lar orientation will grow with time,t : su5AtSv. Thus, the
signal-to-noise ratio will grow only as the square root
time. To obtain a resolution of 1 milli-arcsec after a measu
ment time of 1 year, a superfluid gyroscope with spec
noise density of'1310212~rad/s!(AHz) is required. This
requires an improvement of a factor of'5•106 over our
demonstrated gyroscope.

As for GPB, the signal from the precessing spinni
spheres increases linearly with the measurement time,
only if the spurious torques are negligible. The axis of t
spinning sphere is taken to be the reference to the n
rotating inertial frame. If this axis is perturbed the measu
ment can be lost. With a superfluid gyroscope one is alw
measuring with respect to the inertial frame, and this fra
cannot be ‘‘lost’’ due to some perturbation midway throu
the measurement or by an unknown torque during the tim
measurement.

It is essential to note that we make this comparison
existing experiments with caution. The superfluid gyrosco
has only been recently demonstrated with a modest leve
sensitivity and it is as yet unclear what problems will
encountered as one attempts to achieve higher sensitiv
Fundamental measurement issues such as low-frequ
noise and stability are not yet known.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The superfluid gyroscope offers a technique to meas
absolute rotation. Given the sensitivity of the first realiz
devices, it is very interesting to continue to develop incre
ingly sensitive superfluid gyroscopes. Research efforts to
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focused in two areas as indicated by Eq.~6!: increasing the
coupling with larger sensing loops, and finding ways to d
crease the uncertainty in the critical velocity for vorte
nucleation.

The first step to improve rotational coupling would be
wind a much larger area, multi-turn, sensing loop. If we lim
the size of the loop to fit into our current apparatus~10 cm
dia. Dewar!, we could increase the rotational coupling b
1000 in comparison to our current apparatus. Ideally, if o
could suppress all forms of non-fundamental noise and
turbance, one could achieve a sensitivity of 5•1026 of the
rotation of the Earth with a measurement time of 1 h. T
would be a significant step toward realizing a superfluid g
roscope which could sense the Earth’s gravitomagnetic fi
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